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# submissions # accepted
Mathematical Foundations 99 45

Algorithmic Complexity 95 30
Experiments and Implementation 24 5

Applications 11 3
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. Summary of PC discussion for some submissions.

. Two submissions with similar results

 merged talk and separate proceedings.

. A handful of submission over the 500 lines limit

 no desk-reject, but treated as a flaw... this year.

. Three phases in the discussion

 quick consensus, championing, final vote.





20 submissions checked the box

10 were accepted...



So many people to thank !

. the authors of all submitted papers,

. the 23 (+2) members of the SoCG program committee,

. the 309 external reviewers,

. the invited speakers Heather Harrington and Hannah Bast,

. the proceedings chair Irina Kostitsyna,

. the local organizers, especially Wolfgang Mulzer,

. the CG steering committee,

. all who contributed to the CG Week and its events.


